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Cheatography It is a concept cheat skin. It's a job going on and isn't finished yet. Perhaps the most famous web program error is easier to address from an app security perspective, but remains a common mistake. Apps use related databases for a multitude of reasonsApp interfaces to add, update and deliver dataflaw
from app so that user-provided inputs are used dynamically in a SQL queryNumerous different Relationship Database Management Systems in use, including Oracle, MySQL, MSSQLLRetrie data from tables, Most commonly used INERTAdd data to tableUPModify existing data deLETESlete data in a table DROP
Droplete a tableUNIONCombine data of various queries WHEREFilter SQL query to apply only when a condition metand/OR * Combine TRUE to narrow SQL query #1, or #2Limits row Returned to #2 #2Limits In #1, many rows start at #1, the same results with LIMIT 2 offset 1ORDER BY [#]Sort by column number
boolBoolean True/FalseintintegercharFixed length stringvarcharable length stringbinaryNote: Names for data types can vary across RDBMSs' , String delimiter ; End a SQL--- , # , /* Comment delimiters % , * Wildcard Characters || , + , String merging characters + , &lt;, &gt; , = Mathematical operators = Test for
equivalence() Call functions, sub-queries, and INSERTs %00 Zero-byte Server-side PHP code containing the value of URL query parameter name as input to SQL SELECT$sql=CHOOSE* FROM users OBSERVE lname= '$_GET[name]'; The resulting query if normal inputs are John URL: SQL query: CHOOSE * OF
USERS TRUE lname='John'; Normal result. Injected keyword inputs are John' URL: SQL Query: SELECT * OF Users TRUE lname='John''; Stray ' causes error. Spray input query 2 Input is John'; -- URL: SQL Query: SELECT * OF Users TRUE lname='John';--'; Normal results. A payload or variation on what is found in
most SQLi documentationsThe single quote * includes any string. The 1=1 changes query logic because it is always true.; -- Terminate the payload completion of the declaration and comments from the remaining code to prevent syntax errors: Some RDBMS needs a space after -- comment delimiter. Involve finding
correct prefixes, salaries and suffixes to elicit desired behaviour. Significant aspect of discovering SQLi errors is determining reusable pieces of our injection. Most obvious balancing act is quotes. The most common data type our inputs will land inside are strings so proper prefixes and suffixes to accommodate strings is
necessary. Example with comments: John';-- WHERE lname='Johannes';--'; Example without comment: John' OR '1'='1 SELECT... WHERE lname='John' OR '1'='1'; INSERT AND UNION UNION requires that we know what is necessary or used, otherwise a DB syntax error will occur and UNION statements also require



that the data type associated with the columns is compatible. ORDERING BY [#] is another option where the number is incrementally increased until an error is thrown. Note: Numbers and strings are typically compatible. Input sites that leverage/interact with background DB such as login functionality. HTTP Requests
portions that are common input locations: GET URL query parameters POST payload HTTP COOKIE HTTP User-agentHTTP COOKIE and user agent are more likely to be blind. One vulnerability encountered in a variety of waysSSeses categorization is blind to visible, but there is spectrum. In-Band/Inline SQLi is an
error that allows us to see the result of our injection. They are easier to discover and exploit. Blind SQLi is the same vulnerability, but with no visible response. Database error messages Not only tip the presence of SQLi, but can guide us in the craft input for exploitation. If you see database error messages, it is NOT blind
SQLICustom Error Messages May require a different approach because the error will not indicate whether the input is interpreted. PrefixSuffixNoteJohn';#CommentingJohn';-Comment Jo'/* */'hn Inline CommentJo'hnConcatenation (with or without spaces)Jo'| |' hnConcatenationComment delimiters (--,/* /, #) can allow
injections to succeed that would otherwise fail. The -- and # are useful SQL suffixes. Injecting in the middle of a SQL statement/keyword will not allow us to change the rest of the SQL statement, but it will show us if our input is interpreted in the background when we experience personal error messages (Blind SQLi).
John' EN 1;#TrueJohn' AND 1=1;#TrueJohn' EN 0;#FalseJohn' EN 1=0;#FalseIf evaluate this true (EN 1=1) or False (EN 1=0) Prefix: Diving' AND Evaluate: substrip (select table_name from information_schema.tables limit 1,), 1,1) &gt; a Suffix: ;# When there are no distinguishable output or errors using time-based
distractions is a viable option. Rely on responsiveness of app for distractions by artificially causing a delay when assessing a condition. Example: Sleep (10) - MySQL WAITING FOR DELAY '0:0:10' - MSSQL No errors messages No visible answers No boolean/distraction opportunities without or without timings Require
an alternative communication channel to discover or exploit these error-of-Band Channels can allow for faster ex-filtration of some errors susceptible to distraction techniques. Typically levers HTTP or DNS tunnel communications back to attacker control server UNION SELECT is used to disclose the vulnerable query we
inject. John' UNION SELECT '1','2','3', inligting van information_schema.processlist;' Results: Results: * OF Clients WHERE lname='John' UNION SELECT '1','2','3'', information from information_schema.processlist;#' sql We offs offstain our carbon usage with Ecologi. Click the link below to help us! Your download will
automatically start in 5 Seconds.Close What is a SQL injection attack? Web applications that do not properly sanitize user input before taking it to a database system are vulnerable to SQL injection. This type of attack potentially allows a malicious user to recover and/or change any data that the application has access to.
Why Use a SQL Attack Cheat Skin? This practical one-page SQL Injection Cheat Skin includes attacking strings and commands as well as standard user names and passwords for the five most common databases (Oracle, MySQL, PostgreSQL, MS-SQL and DB2) so you can easily discover both SQL Injection &amp;
Blind SQL Injection Vulnerabilities. In addition, this cheat sheet includes the commands needed to perform the vulnerability against the back-end database. Download the SQL Attack Cheat SheetFill from the form to download your free Rapid7 SQL Injection Attack Cheat Skin. Contributor(s): kingthorin A SQL injection
attack consists of insertion or injection of a SQL query via the input data from the client to the application. A successful SQL injection can read sensitive data from the database, change database data (Insert/Update/Delete), performing administration operations on the database (such as shutting down the DBMS),
repairing the contents of a given file present on the DBMS file system and in some cases to issue commands to the operating system. SQL injection seizures are a type of injection attack, in which SQL commands are injected into data aircraft input in order to effect the execution of predetermined SQL commands. Threat
Modelling SQL injection attacks allow attackers to boast identity, tamper with existing data, cause repudiation issues such as void transactions or changing balances, leave the complete disclosure of all data on the system, destroy the data or otherwise make it unavailable, and become administrators of the database
server. SQL Injection is very common with PHP and ASP applications due to the occurrence of older functional interfaces. Due to the nature of programmatic interfaces available, J2EE and ASP.NET applications are less likely to be easily exploited SQL injections. The severity of SQL Injection attacks is limited by the
attacker's skill and imagination, and to a lesser extent, defending in depth counterprojections, such as low privilege connections to the database server and so on. In general, consider SQL Injection a high impact seriousness. How to Avoid SQL Injection Vulnerabilities See the OWASP SQL Injection Prevention Cheat
See the OWASP Query Parameterization Cheat Skin. How to Review Code for SQL Injection Vulnerabilities See the OWASP Code Review Guide Guide Guide on how to review code for SQL Injection vulnerabilities. How to test for SQL Injection Vulnerabilities See the OWASP test Guide for information on testing for SQL
Injection vulnerabilities. How to bysee web application Firewalls with SQLi See the OWASP article on using SQL Injection to bypin a WAF Description SQL injection errors when: Data goes to a program from an untrusted source. The data used to build a SQL query dynamically the main consequences are: Confidentiality:
Since SQL databases generally hold sensitive data, the loss of confidentiality is a frequent problem with SQL Injection vulnerabilities. Authentication: If poor SQL commands are used to check user names and passwords, it may be possible to connect to a system as another user with no previous knowledge of the
password. Authorisation: If authorization information is kept in a SQL database, it may be possible to change this information by successfully exploiting a SQL injection vulnerability. Integrity: Just as it may be possible to read sensitive information, it is also possible to make changes or even remove this information with a
SQL Injection attack. Risk factors The platform that may be affected: Language: SQL Platform: Any (required interaction with an SQL database) SQL injection has become a common problem with database-driven websites. The error is easily detected, and easily exploited, and as such, any website or software package
with even minimal user base tends to be subject to an attempt attack of this kind. Essentially, the attack is achieved by posting a meta-character in data input to place SQL commands in the control plane, which has not previously existed there. This error depends on the fact that SQL makes no real distinction between
control and data aircraft. Examples Example 1 in SQL: select id, First name, last name of authors As one provided: First name: evil'ex and Van: Newman the query string becomes: choose id, first name, from authors where first name = 'evil'ex' and of ='newman' who attempts to run the database as: Wrong syntax near il'
as the database tries to perform evil. A secure version of the above SQL statement can be coded in Java as: String first name = req.getParameter (first name); String of = req.getParameter (from surname); FIXME: do your own validation to detect attacks String keyword = CHOOSE id, first name, of the authors TRUE first
name = ? and of = ?; Preparation PSTMT = connection.prepareding(query); pstmt.setString (1, first name); pstmt.setString(2, of); try { ResultSet results = pstmt.execute(); } Example 2 The following C #code is connagently build up and run a SQL query that searches for items corresponding to a Name. The query limits
the items displayed to those where owner matches the user name of the currently authenticated user. ... ... UserName = ctx.getAuthenticatedUserName(); string query = CHOOSE * OF ITEMS WHERE OWNER = '+userName+' AND itemname = ' + ItemName.Text+'; sda = new SqlDataAdapter (query, conn); DataTable
dt = new DataTable(); sda. Fill(dt); ... The query that this code intends to run follows: SELECT * OF items WHERE owner = AND item name = ; However, because the query is built dynamically by compiling a constant base query string and a user input string, the query only correctly conveys if itemName does not contain
a single quotation character. If an attacker with the user name enters the string name OR 'a'='a' for itemName, the query becomes the following: SELECT * OF items WHERE owner = 'wiley' AND item name = 'name' OR 'a'='a'; The addition of the OR 'a'='a' condition causes the where clause is always true, so the query
becomes logically equivalent to the much simpler query: SELECT * OF items; This simplification of the query allows the attacker to bypass the requirement that the query only returns items owned by the authenticated user; The query now gives all entries stored in the items table regardless of their specified owner.
Example 3 This example examines the consequences of another malicious value consciously conscious and carried out in Example 1. As an attacker with the username hacker, the string name goes'); DELETE FROM ITEMS; -- for itemName, then the query becomes the following two enquiries: SELECT * OF items
WHERE owner = 'hacker' AND item name = 'name'; DELETE FROM ITEMS; --' Many database servers, including Microsoft® SQL Server 2000, allow multiple SQL settings separated by semicolons to run simultaneously. While this attack string leads to an error in Oracle and other database servers that do not allow the
batch execution of states separated by semicolons, in databases that do allow batch execution, this type of attack allows the attacker to carry out arbitrary commands against the database. Note the drag pair of hyphens (--), which specifies to most database servers that the rest of the statement is to be treated as a
comment and not performed. In this case, the comment character serves to remove the trailing single quote from the modified query. In a database where comments may not be used in this way, the general attack can still be made effective using a trick similar to the one shown in Example 1. If an attacker enters the rope
name'); DELETE FROM ITEMS; SELECT \* FROM items WHERE 'a'='a, the following three valid statements will be created: SELECT * FROM items WHERE owner = 'hacker' AND item name = 'name'; DELETE FROM ITEMS; SELECT * FROM ITEMS WHERE 'a'='a'; One traditional approach to preventing SQL attacks
are to deal with it as an input validation problem and either accept only characters from a allow list of safe safe or identify and escape a denial list of potentially malicious values. A allow list may be a very effective way to enforce strict input validation rules, but parameterized SQL statements require less maintenance and
can provide more guarantees regarding security. As almost always the case, denying listing is rid of loopholes that make it ineffective when preventing SQL injection attacks. For example, attackers can: Target fields that are not cited Find ways to use the need for certain escape meta-characters Use stored procedures to
bysee the injected meta-characters manually escape characters input to SQL queries can help, but it will not make your application safe from SQL injection attacks. Another solution commonly suggested for dealing with SQL injection attacks is stored to use procedures. Although stored procedures prevent some forms of
SQL injection seizures, they fail to protect against many others. For example, the next PL/SQL procedure is vulnerable to the same SQL injection attack found in the first example. Procedure get_item (itm_cv in out ItmCurTyp, usr in varchar2, itm in varchar2) is open itm_cv for ' CHOOSE * OF items WHERE ' || 'owner =
'''|| Usr || ' AND item name = ''' || Item || ''''; end get_item; Stored procedures usually help prevent SQL injection attacks by limiting the types of settings that can be passed on to their parameters. However, there are many ways to constract the limitations and many interesting statements that can still be transferred to stored
procedures. Again, stored procedures may prevent some exploits, but they will not safely attack your application against SQL injection attacks. Reference Category: Injection Category: Injection
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